Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
15. Using the Universal Law of Reversal and
Seeing Your Thoughts Manifest.
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please come sit with me and share your Sacred Gifts of
Wisdom.
“Greetings my Child. I look forward to our visits. Worry Not if we are
interrupted, I am ever with you and know the Earthly challenges you
encounter.”
“I am pleased to see your gentle merging with the Divine Mother Mary
and what She brings to be Downloaded within you and your Crystal Bed and the
Iron Core Crystal Grid of the Planet Earth. Know that there is quite a line
forming now that this process has been Proven to work so well. So know when
you have time and are open to communicating with others simply Invite Others
to Step Forward who have Divine Wisdom for Mother Earth or Humanity’s
Evolution. Worry Not that the Dark Forces will try to intercede’ I am ever with
you and will provide the protection needed, and as I said these words Archangel
Michael steps forward to offer His Services also. What you are willing to do for
Us, the Heavenly Host and Humanity comes from your Deep Desire and
Commitment to be in Service for the Great Divine Creator ’IS’, the Creator of All
That Is.”
‘IS’ says unto you, “Your Bright Light Shines as a Beacon for All to See.”
Moses says, “Now my Child, let us go and have a fun adventure this day.
Take a deep Breath and close your Eyes.”
Moses takes my arm to guide me on our journey and again I Feel His
Loving Vibration filling my Beingness. I am so Thankful for this opportunity to
work with Spirit up close and personal. I Feel like we’re going to play for some
reason, I don’t know why. Then I See an Amusement Park that is filled with
Bright Divine Lights. We seem to be circling it, so maybe it is just for me to See.

Moses Smiles and asks if I want to play? I said Yes, I never have learned
how to play.
“Indeed,” He replied. “It is time, don’t you think?”
With that, I find myself and Moses on a ride that Spins and Turns us both.
Yes, Moses is still holding my arm as He usually does. This gives me a direct
knowing I am safe and will not get lost on our adventures. We are in a tub that
is filling with a water-like substance. Now it smells wonderful and Feels like Silk
that is very soft like fur. I saw Moses fill His Hand with a scoop of this water and
held it up to Him. I knew He was teaching me something but I didn’t know
what---yet. I Saw His “Thought –Waves” move from His third Eye into the water
and it turned to Snow. He nodded to me, so I tried to send a message to the
water in my hand so it would become snow like Moses had done. To my
surprise, I saw my hand fill with Snow, but that did not Surprise me as much as
Moses throwing His Snowball at me and of course, I threw mine at Him. At that,
Moses and I laughed like I have never laughed before, like a Child Free To Be
Me. Then Moses made the snow change to Jello. I knew what Moses was
teaching me was how I could make my Thoughts Manifest what I wanted, based
on my Pure Intent.
Moses explained, “Humanity has the Power Now to create by thought, but
these Gifts have been distorted due to Dark Force Manipulation and Control
Devices.”
“What we will be Downloading this day is a means to reverse this and
many other Controlling Devices. It was Me, Moses who planted the Seed in
your Mind to Download what you are asking the Universal Law of Reversal to
Reverse for you and Humanity, so as you Continue Creating your List, know we
will be Downloading it Into your Crystal Bed in the Back of Your Head and then
within your Body and the Iron Core Crystal Grid so All Humanity who Do Not
know about the Law of Reversal can have access to this window and most will
think they Created it on their own,”
“Know this is not manipulation on your part. It is planting positive Seeds
in places that Negative, Controlling Devices have been placed. This will provide
Higher Consciousness choices for Humanity just like it has always been Hard for
you to Play, for you were programmed to work, work, work and the Dark Forces

hoped you would burn yourself Out. But your Love for the Divine had your
focus on Higher Vibrations.
Now you will have more Balance and be able to enjoy life and so will many,
many others as the Blocks that would not allow you to Give yourself permission
to do what you want to do will be removed, and you Will Not be thinking of just
what someone else wants. So, I, Moses, have arranged for your laughter and
child-like freedom to be Downloaded within your Crystal Bed in the Bank of
your Head along with many Codes that will provide a means for All the Vows
and Agreements Spirit provided for inclusion in your Book, ‘Self-Empowerment,
Through your Inner Awareness’ that you can put on your web site for free.
INNER AWARENESSMANAGEMENT.COM, so that Wisdom will be provided to All
Humanity through the Iron Core Crystal Grid System in Mother Earth. There is
no coincidence that your Business name is Inner Awareness Management, ‘I
AM.’ All the Gifts you have been given from Spirit will now Flow through the
Iron Core Crystal Grid System and will be available for All Humanity. You have
asked for a way to share your Gifts without the Trauma the computer creates
for you. So know, it is you who has created this with your Pure Intent. This will
Spark Awareness and a Desire for others to Search for your Book. So open your
Heart for Toning that will Create a Downloading into your Crystal Bed and the
Iron Core Crystal Grid System. Ohmmmm, Ohmmmm, Ohmmmm,
Yahweh………Ohmmmm, tap, Tap, Tap.”
I Feel movement in my Head. I am filled with Love…..I Feel we are moving
through the ethers and I know we are returning to my chair in the desert. I am
Thankful!
Moses tells me, “To play, my Child, play, it is time for more Fun to be in your
schedule.” “Peace be with you Until We Meet Again.” “I am Your Beloved
Moses.”
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